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About This Game

Engage the enemy across vast outdoor environments and expansive indoor environments as you take control of the US Army's
elite anti-terrorist unit. Delta Force Land Warrior™ introduces new weapons and characters for both single player and intense

online multiplayer via NovaWorld.

Select from a team of diverse characters, each with their own special abilities. (Sniper, Demolitions, Close Quarters
Battle, Aquatics and Heavey Gunner)

Advanced new rifles, systems, machine guns and grenade launcher

Developed from the same engine used to train the US ARMY elite Land Warrior Soldiers

Wage war on the massive battlefields of NovaWorld with up to 50 players simultaneously

Rank Yourself against your enemies and allies on NovaWorld
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Ah, this one is a better attempt at making Delta Force more interesting. It's the third game in the series. Land Warrior name
stands for real US project to make infantry more technologically advanced. Though in this game you will not notice a
difference, DF2 already had all-showing GPS. I guess that communication lines don't have near as much of on-purpose bad
quality. It does have 3 guns, including XM29 OICW hugeassness, that I've also seen in the first Ghost Recon game and which
replaced M4 status of bread'n'butter gun here, that never became mass produced despite seemingly being the future. Land
Warrior project still didn't become finalized mass produced thing, btw. I think that game would have been objectively better if
it was called Spetznaz: Ratnik.

Overall, a game does few steps toward being more fun experience while still being pseudo-tactical, sniping pixels and all. Poor
AI is still as dumb as baboons with guns until last few missions where they are suddenly able to shoot you out with shotgun
through fog before you are able to see you. But yes, quite a few things. Like another resolution options to fight em pixels. Much
bigger interior designs in building, now including dungeons so you get a break from long-range snoiping, albeit nothing too
urban. Still got even more varied settings, such as cowboy nerd and weeb ones. Five characters with special talent, such as faster
prowl, to choose from, albeit it's uncomfortable as you have to go back to soldier select, a profile thing. Those five act like
action heroes too. Well, more guns, I guess it's good, underwater ones still pointless. There is finally a long-range gun with
silencer so you can steamroll the game with it.

You can also drop your weapon to replace with a weapon from a killed enemy. Be a minute sniper man! And there is now a
swaying view when aiming down the sight, bringing more realistic thing to it, taking a bit more skill. You don't aim as good
when moving too.

Then again, there are few steps back. Voxel grass isn't a thing anymore, which was unique thing in DF2 due to seemingly
infinite draw distance. And for some reason you mostly solo missions, now you are given only 1 teammate who also dies in 10
seconds. At least in previous games you had up to 4 teammates, exclusions aside. Not that you can order them anything good,
still as preset and scripted, while you can still ignore waypoints to do your own thing.
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Also, quick missions this time around are like easy random-plot levels before campaign, fits difficulty-wise this way too.
Oh, and you can quick save now during mission. Strangely, quickloading seems to reset all your ammo. I also actually found few
stationary guns to use and armory to change weapons at, which were introduced in DF2 but were multiplayer-only, I think. I am
not fan of series, so not sure. And yea, multiplayer. I doubt it's unique and populated enough so I didn't care. Requires
registration, I don't bother with those in old games I am not a fan of nowadays.

Sadly, while I was somewhat happy to see series improve so far, it's still WAY too repetitive and monotonous to recommend.

PS: Intro doesn't work, please YouTube it out.. Just bought this game on a whim and honestly I’m enjoying the hell out of it.
Especially with the death noises automatically (10/10) - IGN. This game isn't good. It wasn't great when it came out, and it
hasn't aged well.

Every thing about this game is mediocre or worse.

Spend money elsewhere.. Bizarre shift for the series. Realistic feeling missions were replaced by one-man army killathons. The
stoic spec ops soldiers you played as previously were replaced by action hero characters with cliche personalities and cheesy
dialogue. Realistic weapons were cluttered with many oddball designs that just look cool, with the titular Land Warrior concept
billed as the obvious weapon of the future (it wasn't.) Combat was tweaked to be more like an action game than a tactical
shooter. The new engine was supposed to be a giant leap forward in 3D gaming, but didn't run properly on most computers, and
the game is still super buggy.. This is the first game ever I played on PC, so much memory I cri evri tim i load this game.
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Enjoyable but not as good as the DeltaForce 1 and 2.

Things I don't like about this game:

No ironsights when using guns but on some guns you do get a scope to use.

You can save at any point on a mission. You have three saves you can use per mission. So bang goes any sense of urgency when
completing a mission.

The little mini map in the bottom left of the screen that shows you the direction where the enemies are

Atleast there's no regenerating health

It's an enjoyable game but the franchise really started to go downhill from here.. One of the best delta force games Ive playedin
a while. Definetly recommend.. I played this when i was younger and it was really fun. The missions and gameplay is fun as
usual. Multiplayer i cant guarantee as it doesnt seem to be that popular and servers seems to possibly be dead. So i cant promise
anything about multiplayer, but story mode i guarantee you will like.. The nostalgia that comes with this is pretty amazing! I
cannot recommend this enough. Loved this as a kid, still love it now.. An absolute classic and the one I like most in the series.
Has a couple of bugs, but it is always a joy to get back to it. Nostalgia is one hell of a drug.
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